An Automated Approach to Assessing an Application Tutorial’s Difficulty
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Abstract— Online step-by-step text and video tutorials play an integral role in learning feature-rich software applications. However, when searching, users can find it difficult to assess whether a tutorial is designed for their level of software expertise. Novice users can struggle when a tutorial is out of their reach, whereas more advanced users can end up wasting time with overly simple, first-principles instruction. To assist users in selecting tutorials, we investigate the feasibility of using machine-learning techniques to automatically assess a tutorial’s difficulty. Using Photoshop as our primary testbed, we develop a set of distinguishable tutorial features, and use these features to train a classifier that can label a tutorial as either Beginner or Advanced with 85% accuracy. To illustrate a potential application, we developed a tutorial browsing interface called TutVis. Our initial user evaluation provides insight into TutVis’s ability to support users in a range of tutorial selection scenarios.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Online tutorials are among the most popular and heavily used resources for learning and using software applications, such as AutoCAD, Photoshop, Fusion360, and many others [4,39]. There is an abundance of tutorials online (e.g., over 28,160 video and text tutorials on the popular aggregator site tutsplus.com) and, in comparison to software forums or Q&A sites, tutorials often cover full workflows, illustrating the step-by-step progression of a task.

Despite the growing popularity of online tutorials, it can be difficult for many users to locate and identify tutorials that are appropriate for their level of software expertise [12,25,63]. Expert users, for example, often desire advanced tutorials that cover novel tips and techniques [20,28,35] and contain compact workflow representations. However, such tutorials often assume certain software skills and knowledge of the application’s vocabulary [14,20]. When a novice user tries to follow tutorials with this assumed knowledge, they can experience cognitive overload [40,48], frustration [38], and limited task success [28].

A key problem with existing online tutorials is that they often fail to provide expertise or difficulty information to help a user select an appropriate tutorial. For example, when sampling from around 8,000 Photoshop tutorials on tutsplus.com, we found that only 8% provided any difficulty information. This led us to ask: Can we create technology that automatically classifies a tutorial’s difficulty? If so, how can we present this difficulty information to users to help them select tutorials?

Given the highly structured nature of many feature-rich tutorials, with their step-based [39], and command-oriented workflows [31], we use a machine-learning approach to uncover properties of advanced vs. beginner tutorials. Using Photoshop as our initial testbed, we identify and engineer a set of tutorial features that we extract from a tutorial’s text (or captions in the case of video tutorials) including: topics, length, text complexity, and the density of command references. We then investigate the impact of these features on classification accuracy. Specifically, we train a model using 750 tutorials with existing difficulty labels (obtained from 9 online tutorial repositories) using different feature combinations. Using 10-fold cross-validation, we show that our best model achieves an accuracy of 85% when classifying tutorials as either beginner or advanced. We demonstrate some degree of generalizability of our approach and feature sets by applying them to a 3D modeling application (Fusion360).

To illustrate a user-centered application of our classifier, we created a prototype tutorial browsing interface called TutVis (Fig 4). TutVis supports tutorial selection by annotating each tutorial with its automatically generated difficulty label, along with interface components that summarize other tutorial features (i.e., those leveraged by our classifier). In a proof-of-concept evaluation with 12 participants, we compared TutVis to two other interfaces that displayed subsets of the annotations (e.g., only the difficulty labels). Our results suggest that participants prefer having information on both the tutorial’s difficulty level and the high-level task covered and that this combination of information helps increase their tutorial selection confidence.

To summarize our contributions: 1) We identify and investigate features (e.g., topic, length) that differentiate feature-rich software tutorials that are appropriate for experts from those for beginners. 2) We illustrate that a machine-learning model can leverage these features for an 85% classification accuracy. 3) We show how the classifier’s decision and its features can be presented through our TutVis system. 4) We provide initial insights from a proof-of-concept evaluation on how TutVis impacts tutorial selection tasks. Our work presents an initial step towards automatic detection of a tutorial’s difficulty and has implications for designing systems that aim to support users in selecting appropriate learning resources for feature-rich software applications.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Characterizing and Classifying Software Expertise

Prior work has recognized the wide range of expertise that users bring to their interactions with feature-rich software. Building on Nielsen’s categorization of general user interface expertise [47], Grossman et al. define feature-rich software
expertise according to the following dimensions: experience with computers, experience with the software’s interface, domain knowledge and experience with similar software [20].

Prior research has looked at the feasibility of automatically detecting software expertise, a key step for supporting users of differing skill levels. One area of focus has been on capturing and analyzing low-level interface operations. Examples of such expertise indicators include: the time to perform commands [19], the rate of interface actions [24], pauses or dwells [50], mouse motions [17], and menu access times [25]. Our work aims to accommodate different skill levels by automatically assessing the difficulty of tutorials available online.

Research has also investigated how users’ expertise affects their use of an application’s command set. Lawson et al.’s study of spreadsheet use found expertise-related workflow differences [35]. Matejka et al. found that command usage frequency can be an indicator of software expertise [37]. We leverage these findings to investigate command-oriented tutorial features that serve to discriminate between beginner and advanced tutorials.

B. Improving the Usability of Software Tutorials

Many software users, especially beginners often struggle in locating a relevant tutorial for a given task [28]. Given the important role of tutorials in software learning, a wide body of work has looked at how to support tutorial use and retrieval.

In supporting tutorial use, one approach has been to integrate tutorials with the target applications, for example, through overlays that help users find tutorial commands [26], or techniques that use application context to control a video tutorial’s progression [50]. Other approaches include using automation to reduce tutorial workload [31], adding gamification elements [36], and augmenting tutorials with input from the user community [7,33,51].

Some prior approaches have explored annotating software tutorials to make it easier for users to select, appraise, and navigate them. Examples of previously explored tutorial annotations include: commands covered [15,49], UI events [2,21], other users’ viewing patterns [29], and the location of workflow steps within a video [30,62]. This prior work has leveraged a mix of automated (e.g., [15,49,51]) and crowdsourcing techniques (e.g., [30]) to create the annotations.

Despite all the research in improving user interaction with tutorials, there is little prior work on providing users with information about the difficulty level of the application content covered. One exception is Social CheatSheet [59], a system for creating and sharing software instructions and tutorials, which proposed a social voting mechanism to classify an instruction set’s difficulty level. Also highly relevant to our work is Wang et al.’s work on identifying tutorial tasks [61]. Their approach leveraged command usage logs and topic modeling to identify latent tutorial topics. They then had experts manually assign human-readable topic labels, consisting of the task covered and its difficulty. Our work differs in that we use machine learning to classify a tutorial’s difficulty level automatically. Our approach also does not require access to usage logs. Finally, our work provides insights into how tutorial difficulty information can affect users’ tutorial selection tasks.

III. Method Overview

Our goal is to investigate the feasibility of using machine learning to automatically label an application tutorial’s difficulty. In this section, we describe the data that we collected for classifier training, our data preprocessing, our feature definition and investigation process, and the statistically significant differences between advanced vs. beginner tutorials based on our features.

A. Collecting Labeled Photoshop Tutorials

We began by collecting a corpus of already labeled tutorials for use as ground truth for classifier training and testing. Our initial investigation is confined to Photoshop tutorials as it is a widely used application, frequently studied in feature-rich software research [7,8,11,30,55]. We explore our approach’s generalizability to 3D modeling software in Section IV.C.

To ensure high-quality difficulty labels, we consulted only tutorial sources that appeared to have a strict editorial process or accepted tutorials from only experienced authors. Our final sample contained tutorials from 9 sources: envatotuts+ (70.3%), Photoshop Star (9.5%), Adobe (7.2%), Creative Bloq (3.7%), tutpad (3.1%), tutvid (2.7%), Pelfusion (1.5%), PSD Vault (1.3%), and 99 designs (0.8%). As a proof-of-concept, we focused on building a classifier to distinguish between two difficulty levels, a choice motivated by the fact that six of our sources used a similar two-level scheme (e.g., “Advanced / Beginner”). The remaining three sources used three difficulty levels (e.g., “Advanced / Intermediate / Beginner”). For these sources, we labeled both the “Intermediate” and “Advanced” tutorials as “Advanced” in our corpus.

Our final corpus had 750 tutorials (i.e., 375 advanced and 375 beginner), with equal distributions of video and text tutorials across each difficulty level (70% text and 30% video tutorials).

B. Data Preprocessing

Our next step was data preprocessing, a common step in classification to remove known sources of noise [58]. We focus our investigation on textual features only, which in the case of video tutorials, came from the transcripts. Guided by related works [44,57] and informal experimentations, we performed four preprocessing steps: 1) We converted all tutorial text and video transcripts into lowercase, and divided the text into tokens (i.e., small pieces or words). 2) We removed special characters, articles, punctuation, numerals, prepositions, conjunctions, pronouns, and stopwords. 3) We converted words into their base forms (known as lemmatization [1]). 4) We created word bigrams [6], consisting of frequently co-occurring words.

C. Feature Investigation

After preprocessing, we created a set of potential features to train our classifier. Based on prior works on software expertise and learnability (e.g., [19,20,35,41,59]) and conducting our own informal feature investigations, we settled on: topics, command ratio, word repetition, text complexity, and length. We briefly discuss our motivation for each feature, and how we developed the features from the tutorial text/transcript.

1) Tutorial Topics: Prior work suggests a potential relationship between a tutorial’s higher-level topic and its difficulty level. For example, user comments posted to online
tutorials describe certain tutorials as covering expert techniques [32]. In Wang et al.’s work on identifying tutorial tasks via command usage logs, when they asked experts to provide human-readable labels for their machine-generated topics, the labels included both task and difficulty information [61].

Inspired by this prior work, we used topic modeling to associate each tutorial with a set of topics that it covers. We then leverage these topic models (i.e., document-topic distributions) in classifying each tutorial’s difficulty. Due to its ability to capture the hidden structure of text [46,61], we used Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [3]. LDA is an unsupervised topic-modeling technique that assumes each document (i.e., tutorial in our case) is a mixture of topics, each of which is present in different proportions. These latent topics essentially represent clusters of commonly occurring words.

We generated two different LDA topic models: 1) a Topics-All model, which considered all of the preprocessed text; and 2) a Topic-Commands model, which considered only command references. For our Topic-Commands model, we applied techniques from prior work on automatically identifying direct and indirect command references from tutorials [15,49] to create a Photoshop command dictionary. We added 1096 direct command references to our dictionary using a Photoshop option that lists all commands (i.e., Edit > Keyboard Shortcut > Summarize). To collect examples of indirect references, we manually annotated a subset of 70 Photoshop tutorials (35 Advanced and 35 Beginner). During this process, we looked for colloquial forms of the direct commands (e.g., an indirect reference of “set blending mode” is “adjust the blending mode”). We added an additional 2470 indirect command references to our dictionary via this hand-annotation approach.

![Fig. 1. An example of LDA topic model output for 3 sample topics.](image)

We used both sources of text (all preprocessed text and only command references) as input to LDA. LDA produces a document-topic distribution matrix as output (see Fig 1. for an example), which we used as features in the classification. We generated 30 LDA topics, based on a topic evaluation metric called the topic coherence score [43,45,60].

2) Command Ratio (CR): Matejka et al. found a connection between a user’s expertise level and the frequency in which they used different commands [37]. To investigate whether advanced tutorials make heavier usage of commands than beginner tutorials, we used our command dictionary to count the number of command references. To account for tutorial length, we used a tutorial’s command ratio (CR), which represents the percentage of words in the tutorial that refer to a Photoshop command.

3) Word Repetition (WR): Our informal exploration of tutorials suggested that advanced tutorials tend to focus on specific effects or tasks (e.g., “Creating a Sketch Effect”) whereas the beginner tutorials were often broader (e.g., “Demonstrating Different Retouching Tools”). We created a word repetition feature based on a speculation that there might be greater repetition in advanced tutorials owing to their more focused nature. We defined this feature as:

$$\text{Repeated Words (WR)} = \frac{\text{Number of repeated words}}{\text{Number of total words}} \times 100$$

4) Text Complexity (TC): Based on our informal investigation, we also speculated that advanced tutorials might use more complex language. To capture this, we used a consensus score of 7 different formulas as advocated in prior work [13] (i.e., Flesch Reading Ease, Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level, Fog Scale, SMOG Index, Coleman-Liau Index, Automatic Readability Index, Linsear Write Formula). The text complexity score ranges from 1-12, with higher values for more complex text.

5) Tutorial Length (Len): Finally, our informal investigation suggested that advanced tutorials tended to be lengthier than beginner tutorials. We represent tutorial length as the number of words present (i.e., word count).

D. Differences between Advanced vs. Beginner Tutorials

For features that we could summarize using means (e.g., command ratio, length, word repetition, and text complexity), we looked for significant differences between the advanced and beginner tutorials in our dataset (using 2-tailed Independent T-tests). Table I shows that advanced tutorials are significantly longer and have more repeated words than beginner tutorials. Contrary to our speculation, beginner tutorials use more complex language (according to the readability measures); however, the effect size (Cohen’s d) is small. We did not find a significant difference in the density of command references (i.e., command ratio) between advanced and beginner tutorials.

**TABLE I. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ADVANCED AND BEGINNER TUTORIALS FOR FOUR OF OUR FEATURES.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Advanced Mean(s.d.)</th>
<th>Beginner Mean(s.d.)</th>
<th>Sig</th>
<th>Cohen’s d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>33.3 (10)</td>
<td>34.3 (11.2)</td>
<td>p = 0.10</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>2275.8 (1124.1)</td>
<td>1461 (841.8)</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WR</td>
<td>71.7 (8.5)</td>
<td>68 (7.9)</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>7.5 (1.6)</td>
<td>8.1 (1.7)</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. MODEL GENERATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we investigate the feasibility of automatically classifying a tutorial as advanced or beginner by examining the
performance of different possible classifiers. We also examine the discriminatory power of our different features.

Due to its robustness and that it tends to be less prone to overfitting than some other approaches (e.g., Decision Tree, Naive Bayes), we used Random Forest for the classification [5]. We optimized classifier parameters using Grid Search [53]. To evaluate each classifier’s performance, we use a standard cross-validation approach, with 10 folds (using StratifiedKFold [65]). In other words, each classifier (aka model) was trained and validated through 10 trials, where each trial used a different 90% of the data as training samples and the remaining 10% of the data as testing samples. Because of our balanced dataset, we report accuracy as our performance metric.

A. Impact of Individual Feature Sets on Classifier Accuracy

We initially investigated the impact of the individual feature sets (topics, length, word repetition, text complexity, and command ratio) on classifier performance. As a reminder, we have two topic models: Topics-All and Topics-Commands.

![Fig 2. Model performance using individual features. Error bars represent standard deviation.](image)

Fig 2 shows that our classifier achieved the best performance (i.e., accuracy = 81.1%) when it was trained using the topics derived from all of the text. Accuracy dropped slightly (to 78.6%) when considering only the command references. In other words, topics are our most informative feature, and the difficulty information is not only confined to the Photoshop command references. Conversely, command ratio was the least informative feature, resulting in baseline accuracy (i.e., 50% in this 2-class classification problem). The models trained with the other feature sets (text complexity, word repetition, and length) also did not perform well. Thus, while there are significant differences in mean values for these tutorial features, these differences were not strong enough to distinguish between advanced and beginner tutorials.

B. Impact of Combining Feature Sets on Classifier Accuracy

We also investigated the impact of combining different features on classifier accuracy. Fig. 3 shows that our classifier performed best (accuracy = 85.2%, F1 = 0.85, AUC = 0.86, Kappa = 0.71) when we included all of our features. In this highest-performing model, the topics were derived from all of the text. Accuracy dropped slightly (to 79.8%) when using the command-only topic distributions. These results indicate that while some of our features lack discriminatory power when used in isolation (see Fig. 2), they performed better when used in combination.

C. Generalizing to 3D Modeling Tutorials

To investigate the generalizability of our features, we evaluated our best model’s performance (CR, TC, WR, Len, and Topics-All) using tutorials for a different feature-rich application: 3D modeling software. For this purpose, we collected 210 labeled tutorials for the application Fusion 360 (Advanced 105, Beginner 105, 90% video tutorials) and constructed a Fusion 360 command dictionary. Our data preprocessing and feature engineering procedures were identical to those described in Section III, with the exception that we had LDA produce 20 topics (guided again by the topic coherence score). With this dataset, our classifier achieved an average of 81.4% accuracy (s.d.=9.2) when trained/tested using 10-fold cross-validation. This provides encouraging initial evidence that our feature sets, and classification techniques generalize beyond Photoshop to other kinds of feature-rich software.

V. TOPIC INTERPRETATION AND LABELING

Our model performance analysis revealed that topic distribution (generated via LDA) is our most informative tutorial feature. As a reminder, LDA generates latent words for each topic and applies a generic label (e.g., “Topic 1”, “Topic 2” in Fig. 1). We were interested in whether these topics have meaningful application-level semantics that, for example, a system could present to users along with the difficulty assessment. In this section, we briefly describe how we went from this LDA output to the human-readable labels that we used in our TutVis system. Further details can be found in [56].

Labels for machine-generated topics can be assigned by humans manually [54,61] or through automated techniques [34,42]. However, human-generated labels often give users more insights into the nature of the topics [23]. One manual approach is to have domain experts assign labels using top latent words from the topic-word distribution table (e.g., “scene”, “resize”, “composite”, and “matte” in Fig. 1) that LDA generates automatically [61]. When we tried this approach, we found that the latent words included a number of generic Photoshop terms (such as scene, matte, animation, timeline) that made it difficult to associate them with distinct high-level topics.

We instead manually inspected several tutorials per topic, noting similarities and differences in the high-level tasks that they covered. Based on this analysis, we found that about 30% of the machine-identified topics seemed to represent clear high-level Photoshop tasks, and we found crafting labels for these relatively straightforward. For other LDA topics, we saw clear tasks within the topic, but did not see enough semantic
differences relative to some other topics to warrant unique labels. For these (about 60% of the topics), we grouped subsets of the topics together and assigned a common label. For example, we assigned the label \textit{photo composite and manipulation} to 5 different LDA topics, all of which involved manipulating photos and creating a hypothetical or surreal scenery by combining the manipulated photos. Finally, a handful of the topics (about 10%) covered heterogeneous tutorials. We handled these cases by labeling them generically according to their commonalities (e.g., \textit{editing & selection}).

In the end, we created 18 topic labels to cover the 30 topics generated by LDA. We asked an additional Photoshop expert to verify the semantics of our labels. The expert suggested some minor wording adjustments, but otherwise felt that our labels provided reasonable descriptions of the high-level tasks covered. Thus overall, we found that the vast majority of the LDA topics did have meaningful Photoshop semantics that we could use to assign human-readable labels manually.

VI. TUTORIAL SELECTION INTERFACE

To illustrate how our classifier and its features could be used to help users select tutorials, we developed the \textit{TutVis} prototype. As shown in Fig. 4, \textit{TutVis} uses our classifier to annotate each tutorial with an automatically generated difficulty assessment. \textit{TutVis} also summarizes other features that contributed to this difficulty assessment through interface components representing: the topics covered, the text complexity, the length, and commands usage (renamed from command ratio in section III.C.2 based on pilot testing). We refined the visual representations of these features iteratively based on pilot testing. For topics, we chose to include only those which contributed at least 10% to the tutorial’s overall topic distribution, resulting in tutorials having at most three topics listed (Fig 4., D, the stack bar shows the distribution of the topics). We did not include our model’s word repetition feature after pilot testing with different visual representations revealed that users found this feature difficult to understand.

Building on prior work on command-oriented tutorial browsing interfaces [31,49], \textit{TutVis} also lists the tools that are used most frequently in the tutorial, as well as the tutorial’s title and final image (i.e., thumbnail). Users can click on a tutorial for a more detailed view and can hover to obtain more information on the different interface components. \textit{TutVis} also allows users to filter tutorials according to topic and difficulty, or to search using keywords from the titles or the topics.

VII. TUTORIAL SELECTION STUDY

We conducted an initial user study to evaluate \textit{TutVis}'s utility. We aimed primarily to gain qualitative insight into the value of the difficulty labels in helping learners select a tutorial from a tutorial repository, as well as \textit{TutVis}'s representations of the different tutorial features (i.e., topics, length, text complexity, commands usage).

A. Participants

We recruited 12 participants (8 male, 4 female) through advertisements posted on a local university campus, social media, and word of mouth. All participants were familiar with Photoshop: 5 self-reported as beginners (i.e., use Photoshop once a month or less), 5 as intermediates (i.e., use Photoshop at least once a week), 2 as experts (i.e., use Photoshop daily). Participants received $20 for their participation.

B. Study Conditions and Tutorials

Our study had a within-subjects design with three conditions, each with a different tutorial browsing interface (Baseline, TutDiff, and TutVis). The three conditions differed in the number of tutorial features that were displayed as follows:

1. \textbf{Baseline}: each tutorial was annotated with the title, thumbnail image, and most frequently used tools (i.e., Fig. 4: B, C, F).
2. \textbf{TutDiff}: all information in the Baseline interface plus the auto-generated difficulty labels (advanced/beginner) (i.e., Fig. 4: A, B, C, F, G).

Fig. 4. The TutVis interface, which presents a list of tutorials with difficulty (A), title (B), thumbnail image (C), topics covered (D), length, text complexity, commands usage (E) and most frequently used tools (F). TutVis also provides filtering options (G, H) and a search bar (I).
In studying three conditions, we wanted to observe how participants make use of the annotations available to them to inform their tutorial selections. We were primarily interested in using structured observational data to gain qualitative insight into the value of the different interface components. We included the Baseline condition to give participants experience with something representative of a “status-quo”. TutDiff is an intermediary condition, which we included to examine the value of automated difficulty classification over the status quo.

Each tutorial browsing interface contained 50 Photoshop tutorials. We selected three mutually exclusive sets of varied tutorials from our tutorial corpus (in terms of topics, difficulty, length, etc.), which we randomly assigned to each condition. To replicate our model’s overall performance (85% accuracy), each set had 7 tutorials with incorrect difficulty labels (i.e., misclassified as advanced or beginner). We fully counterbalanced interface order across participants.

### C. Procedure

After completing the demographic questionnaire, participants completed three tutorial selection tasks per condition (i.e., nine in total). Each selection task presented a different scenario and asked the participants to find a tutorial accordingly. Our scenarios were motivated by previous research on the different reasons that users search for tutorials online (e.g., [11,32]). The first focused on a scenario with a sense of urgency, the second involved an exploratory search, and the third focused on wanting a tutorial of particular difficulty. We created three isomorphic scenarios sets, which we iteratively refined and pilot tested. Table II shows one of the scenario sets.

### TABLE II: ONE SET OF TUTORIAL SELECTION SCENARIO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sense of urgency (1st Task)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exploratory search (2nd Task)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sense of difficulty (3rd Task)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>You are assigned the task of creating an advertisement for a fundraising occasion. You want to complete this task quickly. Select a tutorial that you think would serve as the best starting point for you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You are free for the whole afternoon and you are interested in learning about digital drawing. Find a tutorial that would give you some insight into digital drawing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You have a friend who has never used Photoshop. Recently, he asked you for help in finding tutorials on how to change an image background. Find a suitable tutorial for your friend.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A challenge in studying tutorial browsing interfaces for an application like Photoshop tutorials is that the tutorials tend to take a significant amount of time to complete (e.g., 30-90 mins per tutorial). Therefore, to focus the study time on tutorial selection data, we asked participants to spend around 7-10 minutes per selection task but did not require them to complete their selected tutorial. This follows previously established methodology for evaluating tutorial selection interfaces [31].

As indicated earlier, our primary goal was to qualitatively assess which interface components factored into participants’ tutorial selections. A secondary goal was to quantitatively assess participants’ self-reported confidence that their selections were appropriate for the given scenarios. With these goals in mind, we asked participants to think-aloud while browsing tutorials, and we also recorded eye gaze information using a Tobii Eye Tracker 4C. After each condition, participants completed a short questionnaire to report directly on: i) the interface components they used to guide their tutorial selections and ii) their level of confidence in their selections (using a 5-pt Likert scale). At the end of the session, we conducted a semi-structured interview, where we asked participants about their preferences and how they used the different components. Each session lasted approximately 1.5 hours.

### D. Results: Tutorial Selection Study

#### 1) Preferences and Confidence Levels: In the interview, we asked participants to rank the three interfaces according to their preferences. All 12 participants ranked TutVis as their most preferred interface. The Baseline condition had little support, with 11/12 participants rating it as their least preferred.

We also compared participants’ tutorial selection confidence levels (as reported on a 5-pt Likert scale) using Friedman’s two-way ANOVA. We found a significant main effect of browsing interface on selection confidence ($\chi^2(2) = 11.267$, $p = 0.004$). Posthoc comparisons (Bonferroni adjusted) indicated that participants felt more confident when using TutVis ($mean = 4.7$, $s.d. = 0.5$) than when using Baseline ($mean = 3.6, s.d. = 0.8, p = 0.006$). There were also trends suggesting that participants were more confident with TutVis than with TutDiff ($mean = 4.1, s.d. = 0.9, p = 0.068$), and that they were more confident with TutDiff than with Baseline ($p = 0.084$).

#### 2) Impact of Interface Conditions on Tutorial Exploration:

We analyzed tutorial exploration behavior using Friedman’s two-way ANOVA and found significant main effects of browsing interface on the number of tutorials inspected ($\chi^2(2) = 7.762, p = 0.021$) and the time spent browsing ($\chi^2(2) = 8.773, p = 0.012$). Posthoc comparisons revealed that participants inspected fewer tutorials with TutVis ($mean = 3.1$ tutorials) than with Baseline ($mean = 5.2$ tutorials; $p = 0.032$). Similarly, participants spent less time browsing with TutVis ($mean = 10.4$ mins) than with Baseline ($mean = 13.5$ mins, $p = 0.032$).

#### 3) Individual Component Usage: The post-condition questionnaire asked participants to indicate which interface components they had used during that condition. For compactness, Fig. 5 presents data from all three conditions; however, as a reminder, not all features were available in each condition (see section B. Study Conditions). When the difficulty labels were present (in TutVis and TutDiff), the majority of participants reported using them, particularly with TutDiff (11/12 participants). Of TutVis’s additional components, the topics were the most heavily used - all participants reported using them. The availability of the topic labels seemed to decrease reliance on the difficulty labels somewhat, with 9/12 participants using them in TutVis. This suggests that for 3/12...
participants, some of the information that they were looking for with the difficulty labels (in TutDiff) was potentially better captured by the topic labels. The remaining 9/12 continued to use the difficulty labels even with the topic information available. Participants reported using title and thumbnail in all conditions, but less so with TutVis, where some participants seemed to rely on the topic labels instead to assess emphasis. Other components (e.g., length, text complexity, commands usage, and frequent tools) were not as heavily reported.

To provide further insight into how each selection scenario impacted interface component usage, we turned to the think-aloud transcripts and the eye-gaze data. To analyze the gaze data, we leveraged heatmaps generated by a software extension of Tobii [66]. We considered only those components with the longest fixation duration as determined by the application (i.e., dwells of at least 2.2 ms, guided by [10]). Following previous work on combining eye-gaze and think-aloud data [9], we retained only the fixations where the participant also mentioned using the component to guide their selection. We conducted this analysis on the TutVis data only, since this condition contains all interface components. Fig. 6 shows that while there was some variation in component usage across tasks, there were no dramatic differences. The one notable exception is the length component, which was used by 8/12 participants in the task that conveyed a sense of urgency, and by only 2/12 participants in the other tasks. Fig. 6 also shows that the majority of participants used the difficulty labels in all three tasks, as opposed to in only the task that emphasized the expertise of the target user. Finally, the figure indicates heavier reliance on the titles and thumbnails than participants reported in the post-condition questionnaires.

4) Perspectives on TutVis’s Components: Our semi-structured interviews provided further insight into participants’ perspectives on TutVis’s unique components relative to the Baseline condition.

All participants were enthusiastic about the topic information, a primary reason being that the topic labels tended to be more useful/accurate than the title in summarizing the tutorial’s emphasis. One participant felt the topics served a similar function as the preface of a book:

“"It is giving you a type of outline [...]. It is like a preface to a book."” – (P10)

Many participants found the expertise labels to be a particularly useful way to streamline the list of tutorials to only those that would match the desired expertise level:

“"He is from a different background [beginner user]. He might flip [out] if provided with more technical jargon [advanced tutorial] [...]."” – (P10)

The expert participants also appreciated the difficulty labels when they wanted a tutorial that would go beyond the basics required for accomplishing a task:

“"If I am doing this [...] I vote to have something more stylish, more attractive [...], eye catchy. So that’s why I am choosing this [advanced tutorial]"” – (P7)

The length component was mostly used in the urgency task scenario (see Fig. 6). The expert participants indicated that they were searching for a short tutorial because they did not need in-depth explanations of the task or tool usage:

“"[Designers] are not going to [want] videos that are like 30 minutes and that explain what selection tools are."” – (P5)

Conversely, some beginner participants were more interested in the long tutorials that show step-by-step changes:

“"[A short tutorial] does not describe how to create a canvas. [...] [This long tutorial] describes the tools you are [going to] use step-by-step [...] Length is definitely helpful."” – (P6)

Thus overall, participants were most enthusiastic about TutVis’s topics and difficulty labels. Others saw benefits in using the length component for certain tasks. Participants did not see a lot of value in the text complexity and command usage components. They felt that they could cope with various text complexity levels and found our command usage feature difficult to interpret.

5) Perspectives on Misclassifications: During the interview, we also asked participants how they would feel about misclassified difficulty labels, given our classifier's overall accuracy (85%). Participants who self-reported themselves as experts or intermediates were generally not concerned with misclassification. They felt that they either had the knowledge to further assess the tutorial before committing to it or could cope with various levels of difficulty. For example:

“"Following a misclassified tutorial is not difficult for me here because I can follow each level."” – (P7)

Some worried more about misclassifications related to beginner tutorials and potential struggles in task completion:
“If I am sharing a tutorial to someone else, like a grandparent, and it's actually advanced [...] , that’s gonna be very good.”
– (P1)

We reflect on this lack of symmetry in our discussion.

E. Summary of the User Study

Our results suggest value in providing users with both automatically generated difficulty labels and information on features that contribute to this classification. Our full-featured TutVis interface was the most preferred version. Despite inspecting fewer tutorials with TutVis, participants also felt more confident in their selections than they did with Baseline. In considering the value of the expertise labels alone, which were completely auto-generated, participants preferred TutDiff over Baseline, and the majority continued to use these labels even when provided with the topics.

VIII. DISCUSSION

Feature-rich software users can face a number of challenges and frustrations when trying to follow a tutorial that is not written for their level of expertise [28]. Given that the majority of today’s online tutorials do not provide expertise guidance, we investigated the feasibility of using machine learning to automatically generate tutorial difficulty labels. Our initial results are promising. For example, using a set of five text-based features, our classifier labeled Photoshop tutorials as either beginner or advanced with 85% accuracy. We have also demonstrated some generalizability of our overall approach and specific feature set beyond Photoshop by applying them to classify tutorials for a 3D modeling application.

The most discriminating feature in our classifier was the latent tutorial topics revealed by LDA. Further, topics derived from all of the words in the tutorial text/transcripts (Topics-All) led to slightly higher accuracy than topics derived from command references only (Topics-Commands). Many Photoshop commands can play a role in both advanced and beginner tasks, but sometimes the way the commands are used differs. Our Topics-All model was likely able to capture some of these usage dynamics to increase classification accuracy. Our work relies on text-based features only, opening opportunities to explore additional classification features. One idea would be to leverage advances in computer vision to generate new visual features about tutorial difficulty by analyzing objects in images and video frames [2]. Another area of future work would be to explore how using different tutorial repositories for training might impact the role of different tutorial features in classification.

Our study provides initial insight into how misclassifications might impact users. We did not observe any frustrations or confusions stemming from inaccurate labels in our think-aloud data; however, our interview data suggests that the classifier might need to be conservative when labeling a tutorial as beginner. Novice users might be more negatively impacted by a tutorial that is too advanced, becoming frustrated or discouraged. In contrast, expert users can likely leverage their existing software knowledge to detect a beginner tutorial that is mis-labeled as advanced. One way to alleviate the impact of the misclassifications would be to augment the automatically generated labels with community-based feedback about tutorial difficulty (e.g., as explored in Vermette et al. [59]). Future work should explore the feasibility and utility of finer-grained difficulty assessments by collecting suitably-labeled training data (e.g., advanced, intermediate, beginner tutorials) and using multi-class classifiers [16,22,52,64].

We have demonstrated that classifiers can automatically label a tutorial’s difficulty; however, our approach does involve some manual work to initially build the classifier. In creating our command dictionary, we collected examples of “indirect” command reference by manually annotating a subset of tutorials (70 in total). While this command dictionary played a part in our best performing model (to calculate the Command Ratio feature), a model trained without it still achieved greater than 80% accuracy. Assigning human-readable labels to our LDA topics also involved a non-trivial amount of human labour. Future work could explore ways to automate this labeling to eliminate the need for expert inspection. One could also imagine using crowd workers [30] to assign topic labels.

Our study findings indicate that users appreciate having information on both a tutorial’s difficulty level and its high-level topics. The combination of difficulty labels and topics has the potential to be particularly powerful in the context of feature-rich software given that a user’s software expertise can vary substantially according to the topic [20]. A recommender system could also leverage such a classifier by using recent advances in expertise detection [18,19] and task detection [27,61] to automatically recommend tutorials.

IX. LIMITATIONS

Our investigation is largely limited to a single feature-rich application (i.e., Photoshop). While we applied our approach to a second application (Fusion360), the two applications share certain characteristics. Generalizability to different domains such as programming tutorials or “how-to” tutorials for more physical skills (e.g., such as knitting or “DIY” home projects) remains an area of future work. Future work should also verify the generalizability of our study findings to a larger sample size. Deploying TutVis would enable us to collect more ecologically valid data on how TutVis supports real-world tutorial browsing and selection. Our results indicate that our prototype helped increase users’ confidence in their tutorial selection; however, this was based on short-term use where users did not have the opportunity to try out the tutorials. Future work should investigate how our approach to tutorial annotation impacts user confidence over the long-term as they use the tutorials to complete specific tasks and enhance their new software skills.

X. CONCLUSION

We presented an automatic, machine-learning approach to labeling an online software tutorial’s difficulty. We showed our developed tutorial features could be leveraged to classify advanced vs. beginner Photoshop tutorials at 85% accuracy. Our system, TutVis represents only one point in the design space of how this expertise information might be used to support tutorial selection. With ongoing advances in software expertise detection, our approach paves the way for new technologies that match users with online resources that best suit their current levels of software expertise.
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